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Originally published in Italian, this book "presents the complete lyrics of ninety-one classic songs expounded and annotated with the ...
attention typically reserved for literary classics"--Dust jacket flap.
Two sisters. One heartbreaking secret. And a past that cannot stay buried. In the depths of a harsh winter, following the death of their
grandmother, Erica Calcott and her sister Beth return to Storton Manor, a grand and imposing Wiltshire house where they spent their summer
holidays as children. When Erica begins to sort through her grandmother's belongings, she is flooded with memories of her childhood - and of
her cousin, Henry, whose disappearance from the manor tore the family apart. Erica sets out to discover what happened to Henry, so that the
past can be laid to rest, and her sister, Beth, might finally find some peace. Gradually, as Erica begins to sift through remnants of the past, a
secret family history emerges; one that stretches all the way back to turn-of-the-century America, to a beautiful society heiress and a
haunting, savage land. As past and present converge, Erica and Beth must come to terms with two terrible acts of betrayal - and the
heartbreaking legacy left behind. THE LEGACY is an unforgettable, deeply satisfying story that will stay with you long after the last page has
been turned.
From the Booker Prize winning author of Amsterdam, a brilliant new novel. On the hottest day of the summer of 1935, thirteen-year-old Briony
Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip off her clothes and plunge into the fountain in the garden of their country house. Watching her is Robbie
Turner, son of the Tallis’s cleaning lady, whose education has been subsidized by Cecilia’s and Briony’s father, and who, like Cecilia, has
recently come down from Cambridge. By day's end, their lives will be changed – irrevocably. Robbie and Cecilia will have crossed a boundary
they had not imagined at its start. And Briony will have witnessed mysteries, seen an unspeakable word, and committed a crime for which
she will spend the rest of her life trying to atone… Brilliant and utterly enthralling in its depiction of love and war and class and childhood and
England, An Atonement is a profound – and profoundly moving – exploration of shame and forgiveness, of atonement and of the possibility of
absolution.
In Another View, there were only two men in Emma's life--her father, a remote artist in Cornwall who left her in boarding school and saw her
every few years, and Christo, who had been her stepbrother for a few months, and now wanted to get to know her. But until Emma can
understand what she means to them, there will never be room for love. When you read a novel by Rosamunde Pilcher you enter a special
world where emotions sing from the heart. A world that lovingly captures the ties that bind us to one another-the joys and sorrows,
heartbreaks and misunderstandings, and glad, perfect moments when we are in true harmony. A world filled with evocative, engrossing, and
above all, enjoyable portraits of people's lives and loves, tenderly laid open for us...
Fans of Jojo Moyes, Kathryn Hughes and Kelly Rimmer will fall in love with Star Gazing - a beautifully poignant tale of love, loss, courage and
hope. Love isn't something that you find. It's something that finds you. Blind since birth, widowed in her twenties, now lonely in her forties,
Marianne Fraser has accepted that she will spend the rest of her life living in frustrated anonymity with her sister, Louisa. But when Keir
Harvey comes to her aide one winter's night, she cannot help but dream of a different life. Keir is unlike anyone she's ever met - he's abrupt,
wonderfully unapologetic and impossibly kind. But it's not long before the similarities between Keir and Marianne's former husband become
too obvious to ignore. Is history repeating itself? Can Marianne overcome her fears, let down her guard and open her heart to this mysterious
stranger who wants nothing more than to 'show' a blind woman the stars? Read what everyone is saying about Star Gazing 'This was a joy to
read from the first page to the last... Romantic and quirky and beautifully written' - LoveReading.co.uk 'I could not put it down. It was
absolutely enthralling. You will not forget this story!' - Amazon Reviewer, 5 stars 'I simply couldn't put it down...This story has more twists than
a corkscrew.' - TheBookBag blog 'The best book I have read this year... a beautiful not-to-be-missed love story!' - Amazon Reviewer, 5 stars
'5/5 does not do this book justice! It deserves far more!' - Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
Rediscover the unforgettable, heart-wrenching romance set in post-World War II North Carolina, about a young socialite who can't forget the
boy who once stole her heart--now one of PBS's Top 100 "Great American Reads." Every so often a love story so captures our hearts that it
becomes more than a story-it becomes an experience to remember forever. The Notebook is such a book. It is a celebration of how passion
can be ageless and timeless, a tale that moves us to laughter and tears and makes us believe in true love all over again... At thirty-one, Noah
Calhoun, back in coastal North Carolina after World War II, is haunted by images of the girl he lost more than a decade earlier. At twentynine, socialite Allie Nelson is about to marry a wealthy lawyer, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who long ago stole her heart. Thus
begins the story of a love so enduring and deep it can turn tragedy into triumph, and may even have the power to create a miracle...

“Eloisa James writes with a captivating blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the reader sighing and
smiling and falling in love.” —New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn “Romance writing does not get much better
than this.” —People The Cinderella story moves to Regency England—with more than a few twists and turns along the
way! With A Kiss at Midnight, the remarkable Eloisa James spins a delicious tale involving a carriage, a godmother, a
pair of rats…and a beauty with no interest whatsoever in getting married—and certainly not to a prince! Read A Kiss at
Midnight and see why New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas says, “Eloisa James is extraordinary.”
This collection of essays provides a comprehensive account of the culture of modern Italy. Contributions focus on a wide
range of political, historical and cultural questions. The volume provides information and analysis on such topics as
regionalism, the growth of a national language, social and political cultures, the role of intellectuals, the Church, the left,
feminism, the separatist movements, organised crime, literature, art, design, fashion, the mass media, and music. While
offering a thorough history of Italian cultural movements, political trends and literary texts over the last century and a half,
the volume also examines the cultural and political situation in Italy today and suggests possible future directions in which
the country might move. Each essay contains suggestions for further reading on the topics covered. The Cambridge
Companion to Modern Italian Culture is an invaluable source of materials for courses on all aspects of modern Italy.
Friendship, ambition, betrayal - the brilliant novel from the author of BITTER CHOCOLATE. Nic, Caryn and Tory: three
girls who form a friendship that should last a lifetime. Nic is the daughter of a white Zimbabwean business tycoon.
Despite a life of jaw-dropping wealth and privilege, all she really wants is a bit of attention from daddy. Caryn never met
her father - but growing up on a tough London sink estate, she had other things to worry about. Like getting out and
moving on. Tory just yearns for some space to be herself. Living in the shadow of your dead sister is tough, particularly
when she seemed to be everything you're not. Then beautiful, ruthless Estelle McKenzie appears on the scene. Estelle
has a secret - and one way or another, she's going to make each woman pay a very high price for it.
Young Tristran Thorn will do anything to win the cold heart of beautiful Victoria—even fetch her the star they watch fall
from the night sky. But to do so, he must enter the unexplored lands on the other side of the ancient wall that gives their
tiny village its name. Beyond that old stone wall, Tristran learns, lies Faerie—where nothing, not even a fallen star, is what
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he imagined. From #1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman comes a remarkable quest into the dark and
miraculous—in pursuit of love and the utterly impossible.
In this exhilarating coming-of-age tale set in the late 19th century, a daring young woman braves the wilds of the
mountainous Austrian-Italian border—and the dangerous men who conspired with her missing father to smuggle
tobacco—in order to save her family. Jole de Boer is just fifteen years old the first time she accompanies her father—a
tobacco grower named Augusto—as he smuggles his product across the Italian border into Austria. She knows the
dangers of the treacherous high mountain passes—border guards, brigands, wild animals, ferocious weather—but she is
proud that her father has asked her to join him. After all, without the extra money Augusto’s smuggling brings in, their
family would starve. But when Augusto mysteriously disappears during one of his trips, Jole must retrace the route he
took to both find a buyer for her family’s tobacco—and the truth behind her father’s disappearance. An epic tale of
revenge, corruption, and salvation, The Soul of the Border is an unforgettable journey into the wild.
IT'S THE WEDDING OF THE YEAR Supermodel Ali Armstrong will tie the knot on board luxury knot Excalibur,
surrounded by her closest friends and family. AND THE SCANDAL OF THE DECADE But as the guests descend on
Puerto Banus for the festivities, tensions and secrets rise to the surface. Will Ali's mother, Carrie, finally accept the end of
her own marriage? Can her sister, Hope, forget her broken heart and learn to trust again? Will Jay see off the Russian
temptress and hang on to her millionaire husband? When the sun sets on the azure waters of the Med, the privileged
world of the Armstrongs is blown sky high...
Finding her father's wealth a dubious blessing, Eleanor Transome nonetheless agrees to become engaged to Lord Randolph
Falloden, an arrogant earl who is unable to resist the lure of cold cash.
Oliver Dobbs was a writer first, and a man second. To him other people were tools. Even though he had broken Victoria
Bradshaw's heart once, when he arrived on her doorstep with a two-year-old son, she found she could not refuse him, and the
three of them set out for a castle in Scotland. There, Victoria meets the new laird and finds her crushed spirit awakening. When
you read a novel like Wild Mountain Thyme by Rosamunde Pilcher you enter a special world where emotions sing from the heart.
A world that lovingly captures the ties that bind us to one another-the joys and sorrows, heartbreaks and misunderstandings, and
glad, perfect moments when we are in true harmony. A world filled with evocative, engrossing, and above all, enjoyable portraits of
people's lives and loves, tenderly laid open for us...
An epistolary novel chronicles the cruel seduction of a young girl by two ruthless, eighteenth-century aristocrats
A chance meeting between two old friends. The unveiling of long-hidden secrets...
When her fiancâe Mike is left paralyzed following a tragic accident, Carrie Bell begins to question her familiar world, from her
everyday life in Wisconsin to her relationships, as she sets out to rediscover her own identity.
Celebrate life's journeys with the beloved author whose stories of life and love have touched the world. As in her worldwide
bestseller The Shell Seekers and September, it is the richness of emotional seasons that has made Rosamunde Pilcher's novels
beloved the world over. Now she invites you into long summer days on the coast of Cornwall-and into the stormy heart of
newlywed Laura Haverstock. Shy, recovering from illness, and away from her husband, Laura's is a fearful heart on the verge of
intimate discoveries...about herself, her family, and the source of true love within her. Voices in Summer speaks gently to the
heart, in a voice that is Rosamunde Pilcher at her storytelling best.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Oprah's Book Club Selection The “extraordinary . . . monumental masterpiece” (Booklist) that
changed the course of Ken Follett’s already phenomenal career—and begins where its prequel, The Evening and the Morning,
ended. “Follett risks all and comes out a clear winner,” extolled Publishers Weekly on the release of The Pillars of the Earth. A
departure for the bestselling thriller writer, the historical epic stunned readers and critics alike with its ambitious scope and gripping
humanity. Today, it stands as a testament to Follett’s unassailable command of the written word and to his universal appeal. The
Pillars of the Earth tells the story of Philip, prior of Kingsbridge, a devout and resourceful monk driven to build the greatest Gothic
cathedral the world has known . . . of Tom, the mason who becomes his architect—a man divided in his soul . . . of the beautiful,
elusive Lady Aliena, haunted by a secret shame . . . and of a struggle between good and evil that will turn church against state and
brother against brother. A spellbinding epic tale of ambition, anarchy, and absolute power set against the sprawling medieval
canvas of twelfth-century England, this is Ken Follett’s historical masterpiece.
Zucchero's autobiography The Sound of Sundays tells his own revealing, touching, hilarious & heart-breaking story in intimate
detail. Featuring guest appearances from some of the world's greatest musicians to have worked with him, including Miles Davis,
Luciano Pavarotti, John Lee Hooker, Sting, Eric Clapton, Solomon Burke, Bono & many more.
Valerio Massimo Manfredi's The Tower is a modern thriller solving an ancient mystery. AD 70. A ferocious, mysterious force
hidden in a solitary tower annihilated a squad of Roman soldiers advancing through the Sahara desert. There was a single
survivor: the Etruscan diviner Avile Vipinas, who later described the horror of the creature in the tower and suggested how it could
be destroyed. Nearly 2,000 years later, to find the tower and solve its unutterable mystery, three men venture into the heart of the
Sahara: an archaeologist following the traces of his father, a colonel from the Foreign Legion thirsting for revenge, and a priest
who puts his faith to the ultimate test. Just what is the dark being that slumbers in the tower?
Diary, ca. 1830-1860, of an unidentified traveler in India, Egypt, Turkey and Greece.
In this rousing sequel to The Blackstone Key, Rose Melikan’s heroine returns to the world of espionage for an intelligent, thrilling
adventure in Georgian England. When the story begins Mary is a wealthy heiress. Young ladies in her situation ought to marry
well—as her friend Susannah Armitage has. But is Susannah’s marriage to Colonel Crosby-Nash all that it seems? Mary thinks
not, and when her suspicions lead to a meeting with the elusive spymaster, Cuthbert Shy, he reveals the terrible truth—the colonel
is a traitor. At Shy’s request, Mary agrees to accompany the Crosby-Nashes to their country estate, in order to discover his
secrets. It is a perilous assignment, and the danger increases when her only means of communicating with Shy is murderously cut
off. If only Mary could contact the redoubtable Captain Robert Holland, but as he has inexplicably ended their friendship, his help
seems out of reach.… In the grand tradition of Charlotte Bronte and Daphne du Maurier, Melikan presents a gripping tale of
adventure and romance, while enhancing both with flawless details of time and place. The combination will keep readers holding
their breath until the next explosive installment.
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Nick Gentry, the most seductive and dangerous man in England, has been sent to find Charlotte Howard, a runaway bride who
has disappeared without a trace. But when he finds her, Nick is stunned by the intensity of his attraction to the elusive young
woman whose adventurous spirit matches his own. Determined to escape a forced marriage to a man who will destroy her,
Charlotte agrees to an audacious bargain . . . she will become Nick Gentry's bride. But soon she discovers that Nick has secrets of
his own, and it will take all her wits and stubborn will to tame his tormented soul. In the desperate quest to protect Charlotte from
the diabolical aristocrat who threatens her, one thing becomes clear: To save the woman he loves, Nick will take any risk . . . and
pay any price.

It all started with a pinky swear...Linden McGregor is tall, rugged, and gunslinger handsome; a helicopter pilot with a
Scottish brogue and charm to spare. He's also one of Stephanie Robson's best friends and has fit into that box for as
long as she's known him.Beautiful, funny and an ambitious businesswoman (with one hell of an ass), Stephanie Robson
is one of Linden McGregor's best friends and has fit into that box for as long as he's known her.But some relationships
can't be boxed, can't be classified, can't be tamed.Back in their mid-twenties and tired of the competitive hit-or-miss
dating scene of San Francisco, Steph and Linden made a pact to marry each other if neither one of them were in a
serious relationship by the time they hit thirty.It sounded like fun and games at the time but as the years to thirty tick past
and lovers come and go out of their lives, the pact becomes larger than life.Sex is inevitable. Friendships are tested.
Hearts are on the line.The pact is about to change everything.
Following his remarkable fiction debut, Rope Burns, author F. X. Toole's Pound for Pound is a big, brawny novel of
honor, perseverance, family, and forgiveness, set in towns where violence is the norm and success stories take on an
almost mythic importance. It is the story of Dan Cooley, an aging, legendary Los Angeles trainer, who takes on Chicky
Garza, a troubled young fighter hungry for glory in the notoriously corrupt San Antonio boxing circuit. Written in the
masterful style that has earned the author glowing comparisons to Ernest Hemingway, Raymond Carver, and Frank
McCourt, this unforgettable posthumous novel celebrates a unique and powerful bond, and the courage that overcomes
insurmountable obstacles in and out of the ring.
A castaway tossed onto a deserted beach is the last survivor of a world that no longer exists. He has a terrible,
fascinating story to tell - the true reason for which the Trojan War was fought... The protagonist of this tale is Diomedes,
the last of the great ancient Greek Homeric heroes, who seeks to return to his beloved homeland after years of war
against Troy. But destiny has other plans for him. Betrayed by his wife, who plots to murder him and persecuted by
hostile gods, he has no choice but to turn his sails west, towards Hesperia, the mysterious mist-shrouded land that will
one day be called Italy. He ventures boldly into this new world, for he carries with him the magic Talisman of Troy, a
mysterious, powerful idol that can make the nation that possesses it invincible...
To gain their mutual independence, Lauren Edgeworth enters into a bargain with Viscount "Kit" Ravensberg that she will
masquerade as his betrothed for the summer, but their scheme could be undermined by their growing feelings for each
other.
Disguising herself as a boy to compete for the position of imperial tailor, Maia must somehow complete the impossible
task of sewing three magic gowns for the emperor's bride-to-be from the sun's laughter, the moon's tears, and the blood
of stars.
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